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Abstract – Self-monitoring composite rods, made of an internal conductive core 

surrounded by an external structural skin, were manufactured and tested. Both parts 

were made of glass fibre-epoxy Electrical conductivity was achieved in the inner core 

by incorporating as an alternative high surface area or low surface area carbon black in 

the resin. Self-monitoring performance was assessed by simultaneous mechanical and 

electrical resistance measurements. The aim was to correlate the electrical resistance 

variation to stress. Only one type of material showed appropriate self-monitoring 

properties, since increase of electrical resistance was recorded at increasing loading 

(both monothonic and cyclic tensile loading), while electrical resistance recovery at 

high loads was found in the other case. Calorimetric analysis, rheological measurements 

and SEM observations were carried out to explain this result. Filler dispersion seems to  
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be the key feature affecting the self-monitoring properties. Only high surface area 

nanoparticles can ensure self-monitoring reliability. 

  

Keywords – Self-monitoring (B), polymer-matrix composites (A), pultrusion (E)  

 

1. Introduction 

In past years, self-monitoring polymer composite materials were proposed as innovative 

monitoring systems, that can provide contemporarily structural and sensing properties 

[1, 2, 3]. Such materials gained particular interest in the field of civil engineering 

applications, where the use of polymer composite reinforcing rods has become more 

and more attractive, in order to overcome corrosion problems, typical of steel 

reinforcements. Usual polymers employed in these applications are epoxy, vinylester-

epoxy, polyester, etc. [4]. Polymer  composite rods generally present linear elastic 

failures, i.e. a lack of ductility, which can lead to sudden fractures [5]. Therefore these 

reinforcements are usually applied together with health-monitoring systems, to prevent 

catastrophic failures. Both traditional (such as strain gauges, piezoelectrics [6]) and 

innovative monitoring systems (fibre optics, etc. [7,8]), usually make use of sensors 

that,  placed either inside or outside the concrete structure, are invasive, complicated, 

expensive and, in the case of external sensor, do not allow continuous monitoring 

throughout structure service life. To overcome such drawbacks, an alternative 

monitoring method has been proposed more recently, which makes use of self-

monitoring materials, providing both the structural and sensing functions [9,10,11]. 

Such materials are usually realized with polymer composites, since they offer intrinsic 

versatility (i.e. possibility to include different phases within the matrix), ease of 
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fabrication and low costs, which are attractive features for mass production, as in the 

case of civil engineering. The working principle of self-monitoring materials is based on 

the correlation between the change of electrical resistance of a conductive phase and the 

stress/strain occurring to the material [12,13]. In the case of polymeric composites, 

usually the conductive phase is carbon either in the form of long fibres (CFRP) 

[14,15,16] or particles (CPRP) [17,18,19] or, more recently nanotubes [20,21]. In the 

first case, when dealing with unidirectional CFRP rods, carbon fibres can operate both 

as reinforcement and sensitive part and, therefore, are particularly applied in civil 

engineering applications, where they are usually used in combination with glass fibres 

to form hybrid composites (CF-GFRP), that can allow to reach some pseudo-ductility 

[22,23]. From the monitoring point of view, this solution present low sensitivity at low 

strains (unless prestressing is provided [12]) and generally low maximum electrical 

resistance variation (about 10%) until fracture. Therefore the authors in [24] suggested 

to employ such system as non-continuous health monitoring, and to tailor the composite 

composition (i.e. glass/carbon fibre ratio) to use this material as a “guard sensor”, 

generating an alarm warning at specific stress. Good self-monitoring results were, 

instead, obtained in CFRP laminates to monitor cracking and delamination at 

interlaminar interface [25]. The use of carbon particle as conductive phase, instead, has 

been more recently proposed and showed good self-monitoring potentialities. Okuhara 

et al in [26] reported that, differently from CFRP, the introduction of micrometer carbon 

flakes in the resin allows to achieve more sensitivity, in particular at low strain, and to 

perform continuous monitoring. This system presents an interesting “memory” function, 

in the sense that a residual electrical resistance can be found after cyclic loading, that 

can be somehow correlated to the maximum stress applied to the material.  Moreover, 
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Okuhara et al. in [27] and Inada et al. al [9] observed that carbon particle type and 

geometrical shape play a significant role in the self-monitoring behaviour. They showed 

that the use of graphite carbon flakes is particularly suitable for high sensitivity 

samples, while the use of spherical carbon black particles increase the material 

capability to memorize maximum applied load. The self-monitoring efficiency of 

carbon nanoparticles within polymer matrix encouraged and stimulated the research in 

the more innovative and promising field of carbon nanotube (CNT) loaded polymers 

[28,29, 30], whose penetration in industrial manufacturing is not shortly expected due to 

difficulty in CNT manipulation and processing. CNT loaded polymers in the form of 

film have shown [29,30] to be very promising as strain sensing, but have to be used as 

external sensors, while good self-monitoring has been achieved in [28] in monitoring 

delamination of cross-ply laminates with CNT dispersed in the resin. More recently  a 

very interesting work [31] compared the self-monitoring performance of CB-epoxy and  

MWCNT-epoxy composites and evidenced that self-monitoring in CNT samples shows 

a distinct dependency of the electrical resistivity on mechanical load, that was attributed 

to the peculiar nanofiller fibre-like structure.   

The different self-monitoring behaviour of CFRP and CPRP systems is related to their 

different conditions of electrical conductivity, which, in turn, are linked to the material 

microstructure. In the case of aligned long carbon fibres, the system can be assimilated 

to a bunch of conductive wires. The electrical current flows either in fibres direction and 

in transverse direction by means of bridge contacts between neighbouring fibres. This 

occurrence explains the low sensitivity of such system since, even when some carbon 

fibres are broken and the longitudinal current flow is obstructed,  electrical conductivity 

is still insured by means of bridge contacts among broken fibres, that allow current flow 
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in transverse direction [1]. In the case of carbon particles, instead, the electrical model is 

that of a number of conductors randomly dispersed in an insulating matrix. The theory 

for such systems reports that conductivity is achieved when a percolation pattern is 

formed [32,33], i.e. a sufficient numbers of contacts between conductive particles is 

present to insure current flow. In this conditions, the system quickly changes from being 

insulator to being conductive. When such system undergoes increasing strain, 

separation between conductive particles occurs, resulting in higher electrical resistance. 

Sensitivity is enhanced since the conductive particles gradually separate under strain, 

with a consequent continuous enhancement of resistivity. Moreover, beyond matrix 

yielding and after loading, a permanent separation between particles occurs, which 

generates the “memory effect”.  In this latter system, the conductivity and, hence the 

self-monitoring performance, depends on a variety of factors usually related to the 

peculiar matrix/filler intrinsic properties, such as filler content, intrinsic conductivity, 

surface area, geometrical shape, etc. [34,35].  Some of these features affect conductivity 

since they interact with particle dispersion and formation of aggregates, particularly 

important when dealing with nanofillers. In fact, when carbon nanoparticles (CnP) are 

mixed to an insulating polymer matrix different mesostructures can appear, depending 

on the filler intrinsic properties. In particular, it is well known [36] that carbon 

nanoparticles with high surface area and Oil Absorption Number (OAN) present the so-

called “high structure”, i.e. highly branched aggregates, which leads to the formation of 

the conductive network at lower carbon content (low percolation threshold).  

In this research two types of hybrid self-monitoring composite rods, made of an internal 

conductive core surrounded by an external structural part, were manufactured and fully 

characterized. Both the internal core and the external part were made of glass fibre-
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epoxy, nevertheless, electrical conductivity was achieved in the inner core by 

incorporating carbon nanoparticles within the resin. In particular, the manufactured self-

monitoring composite materials contain, as an alternative, two types of carbon black 

nanoparticles with different surface areas, OAN and particle size. The aim was to 

correlate the composite self-monitoring performance to the conductive filler properties, 

by characterizing the filler interaction with the epoxy matrix. Tensile tests were carried 

out, on both kind of samples, together with electrical resistance measurements, to assess 

the self-monitoring performance, while their microstructure was observed by field 

emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). DSC and rheological measurements 

were performed in order to correlate the measured self-monitoring performance to the 

material microstructure of both systems. Prior to self-monitoring testing, percolation 

behaviour of both systems was assessed to find conductivity threshold.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

The manufactured composite materials consisted of an internal electrically conductive 

core surrounded by an insulating sheath (Figure 1).  

Figure 1 , Table 1 

Both parts are made of unidirectional glass fibres (Cofitech, Caselle, Italy, 475W, 2400 

tex) in epoxy resin (pure epoxy resin with isofordiammine cycloalifatic hardener, SP 

system, Gurit, Newport, UK). The manufacturing process is hand-pultrusion. A two-

step process was employed: first a glass fibre bundle was pulled through the epoxy resin 

previously loaded with carbon particles to gain the necessary electrical conductivity, 

further three additional glass fibres were pultruted around the central conductive core to 

obtain the insulating sheath and to insure good mechanical properties. Cure reaction was 
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carried out at 60°C for 3h. Table 1 reports the main characteristics of the realized 

samples. In final specimens the internal conductive core was made longer than the 

external sheath to provide electrical contacts, that were applied at specimen ends using a 

highly conductive silver paint (Electrolube), to allow electric resistance variation 

measurements (digital multimiter Keithley DMM 2700). The electrical resistance of 

both wires and contacts between wires and specimens surface is included in the two-

points measurement scheme adopted. Nevertheless, preliminary electrical resistance 

measurements carried out with both two-points and four-points methods showed a 

difference in specimen resistance evaluation of around 1 � that, being far lower than the 

specimens electrical resistance (table 4), can be considered negligible [30, 37]. 

Specimens ends were provided of external metallic cylindrical tabs for tensile testing 

(Figure 1a). In Figure 1d  a particular showing sample gripping in tensile test jig, with 

the electrical contact above the metallic cylinder not affected by any gripping pressure. 

The The CnP/resin mixture was prepared by adding the particles to the resin and 

mechanically stirring at 600 rpm for 1h. Successively the hardener was added to the 

mixture (38 phr) that was kept under mechanically stirring for further 5 min and sent to 

the pultrusion process. Two types of carbon nanoparticles (Printex XE 2b Evonik-

Degussa, Essen, Germany and Super P, Timcal Ltd, Bodio, Switzerland) were used as 

an alternative to prepare the electrically conductive element: both are spherical carbon 

black powders with particle average diameters of respectively 30 and 40 nm, but 

different surface areas. Table 2 reports the main characteristics of the chosen CnP. 

Table 2  

Percolation was assessed by measuring electrical resistivity of samples with different 

carbon contents (Keithley DMM 2700) (Table 3). To this aim 10x10x3mm3 CnP-epoxy 
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samples [38] were cast in moulds, cured following the above reported procedure, and 

provided by electrical contacts made of silver paint on opposite sides. Different carbon 

loadings were chosen in the two types of samples due to the diverse CnP density and 

efficiency in reaching percolation.  The goal was to obtain for the self-monitoring testing 

samples with similar initial electrical resistance (samples HSA_3 and LSA_4 in Table 3). 

Table 3   

Table 3   

Microstructure of both conductive elements was observed by field emission scanning 

electron microscope (FE-SEM, Leo Supra 35) to find out the percolation pattern and 

evaluate filler dispersions. Samples for SEM analysis were microtomed and polished.  

Monotonic tensile and cyclic tests were carried out at 2 mm/min (Instron 5569J) on 

hybrid CnP-GFRP composite samples with filler content close to percolation (HSA_3 

and LSA_4 samples). In the case of cyclic testing the load was progressively increased 

following the law: Fi = F(i-1)+ 250 (N), with F maximum applied load (N) and i, number 

of cycle. Together with the mechanical tests, electrical resistance variation was acquired 

(DMM 2700 Keithley Instruments) to assess the self-monitoring performance.  

Calorimetric measurements were performed to evaluate the interaction between the 

filler and the pre-polymer, in order to verify whether it could affect the curing behaviour 

of the epoxy system, with particular attention to the final degree of cure of the material 

and on the glass transition of fully cured samples. Tests have been carried out using a 

differential scanning calorimeter (Mettler Toledo 822e, temperature scanning in the 

range -50°C/250°C, heating rate 10°C/min). Isothermal cure of the three systems (neat 

epoxy, HSA_3 and LSA_3) was also considered, in order to estimate the final degree of 

cure of samples, cured for different times at 30, 60 and 90°C. 
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Rheological tests were carried out with a rotational rheometer ARES with parallel plate 

geometry (φ = 25 mm, frequency sweep test between 0,01 and 100 rad/s at temperature 

of 30°C and strain of 0,03%), to evaluate and compare the viscosity of the two 

CNP/epoxy filled systems. In order to minimize the wall effects, the gap within the 

plates was maintained higher than 100 times the mean particle diameter.   

3. Results and discussion 

 

 3.1 Percolation 

Percolation curves of both systems are reported in Figure 2, while Table 4 reports more 

in detail samples electrical characteristics.  

Figure 2  , Table 4  

It was found that in the two systems, percolation occurs at different CnP content, 

respectively at  2.2 %vol (HSA sample) and at 3.8 %vol (LSA sample).  Such results are in 

good agreement (Table 5) with those obtained by applying Janzen equation [39] (eq.1): 

 

OAN
Vol

C **41
1

%)(
ρ+

=Φ                                   (1) 

 

which correlates the conductive filler content at percolation with carbon particles OAN 

and density (�).  

Table 5  

The slight differences found between experimental and theoretical values are in the 

usual range, as reported in [40], when working with highly structured carbon fillers.  

Percolation is affected by particles surface area: small surface areas, in fact, correspond 

to the formation of isolated and compact carbon particle mesostructures, the so-called 

“low structure” carbon black [32], that difficultly interact to form a conductive network. 
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Particles with higher surface area, instead, form highly branched agglomerates that 

more easily interconnect each other [39,40], reaching percolation at lower filler content. 

Surface area is in turn correlated to the particles diameter: the higher the former, the 

smaller the latter. The experimental results are consistent with all these considerations. 

In fact, we found percolation to occur at lower filler content in the case of  HSA 

nanoparticles due to their high surface area, low diameter and high OAN. Moreover, 

even above percolation, HSA specimens present higher conductivity at lower filler 

content. 

3.2 Self-monitoring assessment 

Figure 3, Figure 5a and Table 6 report the self-monitoring performance of a HSA_3 

sample. The reported results show a very interesting self-monitoring behaviour, since a 

strict correlation between mechanical and electrical measurements was found, which 

make such material suitable for continuous monitoring. Nevertheless, it has to be 

remarked that this system offers limited sensitivity at low strain (Figure 3), that is 

however typical of carbon black filled systems [18]. Sensitivity was evaluated at low 

strain (Figure 5c) by means of the  gauge factor (GF), i.e. the ratio between electrical 

resistance variation and strain ((�R/R0)/� ). In the case of HSA_3 it  is around 6, which 

is higher than that of usual metal alloys used for foil strain gauges (that lies between 0.7 

and 5) [30]. In this system, the self-monitoring performance can be referred to the 

presence of a network of carbon particles that, prior to loading, allows goods dc 

electrical conductivity. Successively, the progressive increase of stress and, hence of 

strain, and/or the inset of damage causes particles separation, resulting in an increase of 

electrical resistance. Under increasing loading, in fact, always less conductive pathways 

are available for current flow, with a consequent decrease of conductivity.  
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Figure 3   

In previous work [12] it was evidenced that the abovementioned mechanism of self-

monitoring behaviour, implying particle separation at increasing loads, plays an 

important role in determining system sensitivity (i.e. electrical resistance variation with 

stress or strain) too. In particular sensitivity at high loads showed to decrease at 

increasing carbon content, where the high amount of conductive particles always insure 

enough electrical current flow. Therefore, in this research, specimens with carbon 

content close to that of percolation were chosen. The good self-monitoring performance 

is kept even under progressive cyclic loading, where, moreover, the presence of a clear 

residual electrical resistance after few cycles testifies the ability of such system to 

memorize maximum applied load, in agreement with what reported in the cited work [9, 

17].  

Very poor self-monitoring results were found, instead, in LSA_4 samples (Figure 4, 

Figure 5b and Table 6). In monotonic tensile tests, in fact, the electrical resistance 

measurements show a self-monitoring behaviour up to about 5000N, above which an 

evident decrease of electrical resistance was recorded, even under increasing loading. 

Even system sensitivity at low strain (GF reported in Figure 5 c) is unsatisfying, being 

around 3, almost the half of that found in the case of HSA_4 sample and in the same 

range of that of metal alloys. Besides, some loading drops were recorded in the 

monotonic tensile test (Figure 4), that most probably have to be referred to some 

debonding occurring between the CnP sensitive part and the external glass skin. 

Figure 4   

The phenomenon of electrical resistance recovery at high loads was recorded even 

under cyclic loading, where such occurrence is even more evident: the electrical 

resistance variation progressively decreases its amplitude, starting from 4500N, up to a 
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dramatic change at the final cycles, where it is not anymore able to follow the cyclic 

loading. The recorded electrical resistance recovery can be explained only as an 

enhancement of electrical conductivity at high loads, which, considering the peculiar 

mechanism of electrical conductivity in such samples, means that particles, formerly 

separated, come near and a uniform distribution of carbon nanoparticles is again 

achieved. To explain the surprising behaviour found in the case of LSA samples two 

possible, even concomitant, mechanisms were hypothesized. The first one is related to 

the degree of filler dispersion within the matrix.  

Figure 5  , Table 6   

 
An inadequate dispersion implies the presence of carbon nanoparticles agglomerates 

that can collapse under high loads, releasing carbon nanoparticles (i.e. a larger number 

of conductive elements dispersed in the matrix), thus increasing system conductivity. 

Nevertheless, since this behaviour was not observed in the case of HSA_samples, it 

should be presumed that, in this system, a more efficient filler dispersion was achieved, 

resulting in a more uniform microstructure. If this hypothesis is correct, this is probably 

due to the nanoparticles intrinsic properties. A second possible explanation could be 

found in a different interaction between HSA and LSA nanoparticles and the epoxy 

resin. It can be supposed that LSA particles influence the curing process, not allowing 

to reach perfect cure. Under these conditions a certain grade of viscoelasticity could 

remain in the material, that can be responsible of nanoparticles flow at high loads, with 

consequent internal rearrangement and enhancement of conductivity due to the 

increased number of contacts among nanoparticles. In order to verify both theories, 

DSC, rheological measurements and specimens microstructure investigations were 

carried out, whose results are reported in the following subsections.  
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3.3 DSC Measurement  

Calorimetric measurement were performed, in order to evaluate the curing behaviour of 

the two HSA_3 and LSA_4 self-monitoring systems. DSC measurements were carried 

out by dynamic heating, under the above described conditions, respectively on neat 

resin and resin  

loaded  with the two nanopowders (Table 7). Tg of cured systems was evaluated  too 

(Table 8) .  

Table 7  

To complete the DSC analysis, isothermal heating measurements were carried out at 

30°C, 60°C and 90°C. Table 8 reports the results, in which the final degree of cure α 

(defined as the ratio between isothermal heat and total dynamic heat of reaction) is 

calculated for every system. The measurements of heat of reaction for the filled systems 

(epoxy + HSA and epoxy + LSA), both in dynamic and isothermal tests, were done 

normalizing the experimental value to the specific nanoparticles content.    

Table 8  

The thermal analysis demonstrated that the curing behaviour of all systems is very 

similar, even if in the case of filled systems the heat produced is reduced of an amount 

at least equivalent to the percentage of filler content. Moreover, in agreement with 

literature [41,42,43], it was found that the presence of thermally conductive filler 

decreases peak temperature of few degrees [44]. The degree of cure is higher at 60°C 

than 30°C, as expected, while the decrease of conversion at 90°C can be explained 

considering the plausible evaporation of the hardener at the high temperatures.  In any 

case, no outstanding differences were found in the final degree of cure of samples 
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containing the two nanoparticles, at least not enough to justify the different self-

monitoring behaviour due to the presence of uncured areas in LSA specimens.  

3.4 Rheological Measurement  

Rheological measurements were carried out in order evaluate the efficiency of carbon 

nanoparticles dispersion of HSA_3 and LSA_4 samples [45,46]. In Figure 6 complex 

viscosity (�*= �’-i�’’) as a function of angular frequency (�) is reported. As commonly 

known [47], �
’ and �’’ are respectively given by the 

                                    
ω

η ''
'

G=   and   
ω

η '
''

G=                       (3) 

with G’ elastic or storage modulus and G’’ viscous or loss modulus.  

Figure 6  

G’ and G’’ for  samples with different nanofillers are plotted in Figures 7.  

Figure 7  

The results show that the two specimens present pretty much the same viscosity, 

nevertheless, considering that HSA_3 sample contains a much lower filler content, it is 

possible to conclude that it presents a more uniform filler dispersion. The literature [48] 

suggested a  method to quantify the dispersion level of nanoparticles in a polymeric 

matrix with the evaluation of the shear thinning effect in polymer– nanoparticles 

viscosity curves. Clear correlation between the shear thinning exponent n and the tensile 

modulus can be done: the higher the exponent n, the more efficient and well dispersed is 

the reinforcement of the respective composite. Higher values of viscosity and G’’ for 

the HSA system confirm that, for the CnPs dispersions, higher surface area of HSA 

particles gives better dispersion of the nanoparticles in the epoxy system.   

3.5 Microstructure 
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SEM micrographs of HSA_3 and LSA_4 bulk specimens (Figure 8), taken following 

the suggestions reported in [49], confirm that the two systems present different 

microstructures. In particular, a more uniform filler distribution is achieved in the case 

of HSA_3 specimens, where the dark areas, related to the presence of carbon 

nanoparticles, are well dispersed throughout the specimen. LSA microstructure, instead, 

is composed of more coarse and compacted nanoparticles agglomerates surrounded by 

neat resin (white areas) that, anyhow, form a  continuous patter that allow electrical 

conductivity. These observations strengthen the theory that considers filler dispersion 

the major feature affecting self-monitoring properties, more that its interaction with the 

resin. In the case of LSA_4 samples, in fact, carbon nanoparticles form “low structure” 

aggregates, with few connections among each others. In our opinion such aggregates 

under high loads collapse releasing nanoparticles that start to contribute to electrical 

conductivity and hence, leading to the electrical resistance recovery.  

Figure 8  

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, two self-monitoring hybrid composite materials, containing different 

carbon nanoparticles as conductive phase, were prepared and tested. The results showed 

that only HSA samples containing high surface area nanoparticles show true self-

monitoring behaviour, while low surface area nanoparticles are not suitable for such 

applications, since electrical resistance recovery was found at high loads. DSC 

measurements evidenced that both types of nanoparticles do not interact with resin cure. 

Rheological measurements demonstrated that HSA samples show a more uniform filler 

dispersion, while large aggregates are present in the case of LSA ones. This occurrence 
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could be responsible for the electrical resistance recovery, due to aggregates breakage at 

high loads, with consequent release of a number of carbon nanoparticles in the matrix, 

that increase electrical conductivity. SEM observations confirm the different 

microstructures of the two types of specimens, validating this theory. 

Finally, it is possible to conclude that the main result of the performed research is that 

conductive filler dispersion and its intrinsic properties are very important features when 

aimed to prepared self-monitoring materials. In particular, the use of nanofillers with 

high surface areas, high OAN and low particle dimensions are recommended to achieve 

a reliable self-monitoring system.  
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LIST OF CAPTIONS 

Figure 1  Error! Main Document Only. (a) Sketch of hybrid CnP-GFRP, (b) sample cut 

and open to show inner part and (c) SEM micrograph of the internal conductive core 

cross  section (CnP in epoxy resin + glass fibres)  

Figure 2  LSA (dotted curve) and HSA (continuous curve) in epoxy percolation curves 

 

Figure 3  Self-monitoring results for HSA_3 sample. Load/time curve (light gray line) and 

�R/R
0
% /time curve (dark gray line) both under continuous and cyclic loading 

 

Figure 4  Self-monitoring results for LSA_4 specimens: Load/time curve (light gray line) and 

�R/R
0
% /time curve (dark gray line) both under continuous and cyclic loading. 

 

Figure 5  Stress/strain curve (dotted light gray line) and �R/R
0
% /strain curve (dark gray line) 

for a) HSA_3 sample, b) LSA_4 sample. Electrical resistance variation against strain up to 

1%strain  are reported in figure c) for both specimens.   

Figure 6 Viscosity of HSA_3 and LSA_4 samples as a function of angular frequency. 

Figure 7 G’ and G’’ of HSA_3 and LSA_4 samples as a function of angular frequency 
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Figure 8 FEG-SEM micrographs of HSA_3 and LSA_4 cured specimens 

TABLES 

Table 1 Specimens main characteristics 

Internal 

conductive core 

diameter (mm) 

Total 

diameter 

(mm) 

Specimens 

length (mm) 

Fibre volume fraction 

in conductive core  

Fibre volume 

fraction in external 

sheaths 

1.3±0.2 3±0.4 200±8 0.53±0.04 0.62±0.05 

 

Table 2 Carbon nanoparticles main characteristics 

Carbon nanoparticles  Supplier 
Surface 

area (BET) 
[m2/g] 

OAN  
(ASTMD2414-04) 

[cm3/g] 

Density (�)  
 

Particle size 
[nm] 

Printex XE 2B Degussa 1000 3.8  130 [g/dm3](Pour 
ASTM D1513) 30 

Super P Timcal 62 2.9 160 [kg/m3](in the 
bag, Int. method26) 40 

  

Table 3  Carbon nanoparticles content in manufactured samples 

CnP type Acronym Sample # CnP (% Vol) 
HSA_1 1.2±0.15 
HSA_2 1.7±0.17 
HSA_3 2.2±0.12 
HSA_4 2.7±0.16 
HSA_5 3.7±0.22 

Xe-2B 
HSA_# 

 
(High Surface Area) 

HSA_6 4.7±0.18 
LSA_1 2±0.13 
LSA_2 3±0.18 
LSA_3 3.5±0.2 
LSA_4 3.8±0.23 
LSA_5 4.5±0.28 

Super P 
LSA_# 

 
(Low Surface Area) 

LSA_6 6±0.38 
 

Table 4 Electrical resistivity measurements for HSA and LSA samples (measurements repeated 

on three samples of each type) 
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HSA LSA 
Sample # Resistivity � [ �*cm] Sample # Resistivity � [�*cm] 

HSA_1 Insulator LSA_1 Insulator 
HSA_2 Insulator LSA_2 Insulator 
HSA_3 495±50 LSA_3 9850±1580 
HSA_4 304±15 LSA_4 470±59 
HSA_5 275±17 LSA_5 115±7.8 
HSA_6 89±3.5 LSA_6 70±6 

 

Table 5 Percolation Threshold obtained by Janzen Equation and experimental data for both 

systems  

Sample ΦΦΦΦC  (Vol %) 
Janzen Value 

ΦΦΦΦC  (Vol %) 
Experimental Value 

HSA_3  3.3 2.2 
LSA_4 4.3 3.8 

 

Table 6  Main mechanical and self-monitoring results of HSA_3 and LSA_4 type samples (tests 

repeated on 3 different specimens of each type)  

Sample 

Initial 
Electrical 
Resistance 

(kΩΩΩΩ) 

Maximum 
Load (N) 

Specimen 
cross 

section 
(mm2) 

Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 

Maximum 
Strain 
(%) 

Electrical  
Resistance 
Variation  

at 
fracture(%) 

Strain @ 
1000N 

(%) 

Electrical  
Resistance 
Variation  

@1000N(%) 

HSA_3  290±16 7365±203 21±0.7 347±21 3±0.36 32 ±4.5 0.24±0.05 0.8±0.3 
LSA_4 330±20 6882±110 22±0.8 313±16 4.1±0.55 13*±5.5 0.33±0.06 0.9±0.4 

*Maximum electrical resistance variation during test =16.44%±1.6 @�5000N 

 

Table 7 Results of dynamic heating of HSA and LSA systems. 

 ∆∆∆∆H (J/g) Tpeak (°C) Tg (°C) 
Epoxy 512.90±11. 3 96.7±1.1 96.7±1.0 

Epoxy + HSA_3 415.04±9.8 95.2±0.8 96.4±0.9 
Epoxy + LSA_4 401.01±0.3 94.2±1.2 95.8±1.1 

 

 

 

 

Table 8 Results of isothermal heating of HSA and LSA systems.  

 Tiso = 30°C Tiso = 60°C Tiso = 90°C 
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∆∆∆∆H 
(J/g) 

tpeak 
(min) αααα ∆∆∆∆H 

(J/g) 
tpeak 

(min) αααα    ∆∆∆∆H 
(J/g) 

tpeak 
(min) αααα 

Epoxy 446.43 9.72 0.87 435.93 2.07 0.87 448.01 0.49 0.87 
Epoxy + 
HSA_3 412.86 5.37 0.80 434.33 1.04 0.84 387.01 0.74 0.75 

Epoxy + 
LSA_4 389.89 8.15 0.76 421.19 1.40 0.82 387.47 0.74 0.76 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 (a) Sketch of hybrid CnP-GFRP, (b) sample cut and open to show inner part, (c) SEM 

micrograph of the internal conductive core cross  section (CnP in epoxy resin + glass fibres) and (d) 

particular of sample gripping in tensile test jags 
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Figure 2  LSA (dotted curve) and HSA (continuous curve) in epoxy percolation curves 

 



  

 

 

Figure 3  Self-monitoring results for HSA_3 sample. Load/time curve (light gray line) and ΔR/R
0
% /time 

curve (dark gray line) both under continuous and cyclic loading 

 



   

Figure 4  Self-monitoring results for LSA_4 specimens: Load/time curve (light gray line) and ΔR/R
0
% /time 

curve (dark gray line) both under continuous and cyclic loading. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5  Stress/strain curve (dotted light gray line) and ΔR/R
0
% /strain curve (dark gray line) for a) HSA_3 

sample, b) LSA_4 sample. Electrical resistance variation against strain up to 1%strain  are reported in figure 

c) for both specimens.  

 

a) b) 

c) 
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Figure 6 Viscosity of HSA_3 (dotted line) and LSA_4 (continuous line) samples as a function of angular 

frequency. 
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Figure 7 G’ and G’’ of HSA_3 (continuous dark curve) and LSA_4 (empty circles)  samples as a function of 

angular frequency 

 



  

 

  

Figure 8 FEG-SEM micrographs of  (a) HSA_3  and (b) LSA_4 cured specimens 

 

a) b) 




